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PRESIDENT’S CORNER – June 2017 

Thankfully our May weather has finally shown spring like symptoms!  
Hopefully nice weather will prevail with softer winds and lots of sunshine 
so everyone may enjoy the great outdoors.  Whether it be out on the road, 
camping, or in your backyard, I hope you all enjoyed our lovely province.   
 
The Annual AGM will be held in Charlottetown, PEI this year.  I will be 
attending, accompanied by Elaine to represent the Edmonton Division 
and renew acquaintances with other representatives.  Although the agenda 
is for one single day, there will be a full day of many meetings amongst 
several division representatives.  The following day has also been 
designated for some other important sub meetings which I will also be 
attending.   
 

The five Alberta Divisions of The RCMP Veterans’ Association were involved in a very informative and 
productive exchange of information in Red Deer on April 27, 2017. Topics covered were National Policies, 
recruitment of new members, and ways to encourage serving members of the RCMP pending retirement to 
become members of the Veterans’ Association.   
 
Another well discussed item was how to encourage present members to become actively involved in Divisional 
programs.  In this regard, various ideas were put forth for future communications to the membership.  Our own 
“Boost program” initiation was shared with the other Divisions, explaining the success that has been achieved 
in connecting with our housebound, ill, and those dealing with the loss of a family member, as well as members 
who live away from the Edmonton Area.  I shall be 
highlighting this program at the National AGM. 
 
The May 30th dinner meeting was well attended with 93 
attendees.  The guest speakers provided an interesting 
presentation on the operation of STARS.  Barb Atkinson, 
flight nurse, discussed the ways STARS provides medical 
service to those in need while Cst. Marcus Herschfield 
shared his personal experience regarding emergency 
medical attention from STARS. 
 
Our June 27, 2017 dinner meeting theme is Canada’s 150th. 
Birthday.  (Canada Day!)  A member of the RCMP will 
give a short presentation and share a short “Legacy” video 
regarding how retired members were expected to perform 
their duties.   
 
Special notice:  Tuesday, SEPTEMBER 26, 2017 is our regular meeting night, however, it will also be our 
Annual Appreciation night....please mark your calendar!   

Vets News 
Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ Assn 

2017 June 
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the Commanding Officers desk 
	
In	the	Chair	
	
My	first	few	weeks	here	at	the	helm	of	the	Division	have	gone	by	very	quickly.		I	would	be	remiss	if	I	didn’t	
mention	how	very	active	the	Alberta	RCMP	is.		Along	with	the	high	operational	tempo,	there	have	also	been	a	
few	events	within	the	province	that	highlight	the	positive	presence	of	the	RCMP	within	the	communities	we	
serve.		
	
I	feel	privileged	to	have	attended	a	
park	dedication	in	Sherwood	Park	for	
Dr.	Herb	Belcourt	–	a	12-year	
member	of	the	Commanding	
Officer’s	Aboriginal	Advisory	
Committee.		Dr.	Belcourt	is	a	true	
ambassador	of	the	RCMP,	and	we	are	
deeply	grateful	for	his	advice	and	
mentorship	as	an	Elder	to	the	
Division.		
	
I	was	also	very	honoured	to	help	re-
open	the	new	Strathcona	County	
RCMP	Detachment	and	Law	
Enforcement	Services	Building	in	Strathcona	County	alongside	Mayor	Roxanne		
Carr,	MLA	Annie	McKitrick,	Supt.	Brian	McLeod	(ret’d),	Insp.	Sid	Slade	(ret’d)	and	Detachment	Commander	
Supt.	Dave	Kalist.		Building	openings	such	as	these,	serve	to	highlight	the	commitment	of	our	communities	
who	have	chosen	the	RCMP	as	their	community	policing	service	provider.	
	
In	mid-May,	I	presented	over	100	members,	employees,	veterans	and	citizens	with	a	variety	of	awards.		From	
long	service	medals	to	Commanding	Officers	Commendations,	the	individuals	honoured	are	reflective	of	the	
expertise,	professionalism	and	knowledge	the	RCMP	is	recognized	for	throughout	the	world.	
	
At	these	events,	I	was	pleased	to	have	the	RCMP	Veterans	in	attendance.		These	events	have	allowed	me	the	
opportunity	to	meet	with	some	of	you	and	observe	the	communities	in	which	you	live	and	have	served.		As	my	
time	here	continues,	I	am	looking	forward	to	meeting	many	more	of	you.	
		
Client	Satisfaction	Survey	
		
Periodically,	the	RCMP	surveys	Canadians	and	our	contract	partners	with	respect	to	their	views	on	how	the	
RCMP	is	doing	in	terms	of	serving	Canadians.	Whenever	we	are	able	to	glean	insight	from	how	we	are	viewed	
by	our	citizens	and	the	communities	we	serve,	we	are	fortunate	to	learn	not	only	what	we	can	do	better,	but	
what	we	are	doing	well.	I	am	pleased	to	tell	you	that	the	RCMP	in	Alberta	is	highly	respected	in	the	province.	
Ninety-seven	per	cent	of	Albertans	feel	the	RCMP	makes	an	important	contribution	to	ensuring	a	safe	and	
secure	Canada.	These	results	are	higher	than	the	national	averages,	and	demonstrate	that	the	citizens	of	
Alberta	feel	safe	in	their	homes	and	communities	as	a	result	of	the	service	they	receive	from	the	RCMP.	
Results	as	positive	as	these	can	only	be	attributed	to	the	hard	work	and	dedication	demonstrated	daily	by	
Alberta	RCMP	employees.		

 
The	green	space	on	the	west	side	of	Sherwood	Drive,	between	Oak	St.	and	the	
trail	to	the	east	side	of	the	water	tower,	will	be	named	Herb	Belcourt	Park	in	

honour	of	the	philanthropist’s	community	service.	
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Executive Meeting Minutes: 2017 may 25 
	
Meeting called to order: 10:00 AM 

 
Members Present: Gerald Plastow, Barry Callbeck, Bruce Allen, Linda Plomp, Jim Medley, Kees Kikkert, Joe 
Collinson, Nick Taylor, Bob Bacchus, Roger Goulet, Bob Stewart, Neal Stanley, S/M Kevin McGillivray  
 
Barry Callbeck, Secretary: 

• Moved	that	the	minutes	from	April	be	adopted	as	published	in	the	April	newsletter,	seconded	Joe	
Collinson,	Carried.	

 
Gerald Plastow, President:  

• Jerry	asked	if	there	were	any	comments	on	the	reports	submitted	by	National	Board	Directors	for	the	
AGM;	there	were	none.		Jerry	advised	he	will	be	doing	a	presentation	on	our	‘Boost’	program	at	the	
AGM.		

• Jerry	gave	a	summary	of	the	interdivisional	meeting	April	27	attended	by	him,	Bruce	&	Kees.		
Comments	to	be	in	his	report.		Membership	recruitment	ideas	were	discussed	and	to	be	addressed	in	
Jerry’s	comments.	

• Donations	for	Ride	for	Dad,	$250.00,	and	Wheelchair	curling	silent	auction	$63.00.	
 
Correspondence: 

• Thank	you,	from	Gene	Fydirchuk	&	the	St.	Albert	Lions	for	donations	received	by	us.	
• Enquiry	regarding	Vets	ID	cards	was	dealt	with.	

 
Jim Medley, Chair of Canteen Committee:   

• The	canteen	has	had	a	very	good	year	to	date,	far	above	last	year	at	the	same	time.	
 
Kees Kikkert, Past President: 

• Gord	Buck	from	the	Yield	Program	has	been	approached	to	be	the	guest	speaker	in	the	early	fall	dinner	
meeting,	probably	October,	to	be	confirmed.	

• Kees	commented	on	encounters	with	USA	Border	Patrol	a	member	had	and	the	importance	of	carrying	
proper	citizenship	ID	when	travelling,	particularly	south	of	the	border.	
	

Roger Goulet, Membership: 
• Membership	is	currently	502,	with	many	with	outstanding	dues.	

 
S/M Kevin McGillivray, 

• There	are	long	service	medals	for	continuous	service	in	Alberta,	research	is	in	progress	to	identify	
individuals	who	may	qualify.	

• Discussion	on	having	Vets	at	the	Fort	at	Ft.	Saskatchewan	after	the	trail	ride	on	June	30th	to	share	
stories	from	days	gone	by.	

• Kevin	would	like	Vets	to	take	part	in	the	K-Days	parade	on	July	21st	–	will	leave	it	to	us	how	we	wish	to	
partake.			

 
Unable to attend:  Malcolm Mitchell & Randy Montgomery 
Meeting adjourned 11:30 am 
 
Date of next Executive meeting - June 22, 2017 @ 10 AM, same location. 
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Membership Dues 
	

Membership	Dues	remain	today	at	$50.00	annually.		To	pay	your	dues,	you	may	do	one	of	the	
following;	
	

1. Create	a	personalized	cheque	or	money	order	payable	to	the	Edmonton	RCMP	Veterans’	
Association	and	mail	it	to;	Roger	Goulet,	6537	199th	Street	NW,	Edmonton,	Alberta,	T5T	6N1,	or	

2. Internet	banking	via	email	address	to	dues@edmrcmpvets.ca	The	security	question	is	as	
follows:	Where	is	K	Division?		The	appropriate	answer	is:	Alberta.	

If	you	are	a	new	member	and	you	use	E	transfer,	please	email	your	application	to	
rogergoulet@shaw.ca			If	you	have	questions	about	dues,	call	Roger	at	(780)	483-0222.	

	
	
	

Critical notice 
	
Your	responsibility,	is	to	pay	your	membership	dues	before	the	end	of	January.		If	your	regimental/employee	
number	appears	here,	your	annual	membership	dues	have	not	been	received.		Please	review	the	list	below	to	
ensure	you	are	NOT	on	the	list	of	defaulters.			
	
	
17092 23017 25979 29259 35790 42552 X1214  
18418 23885 26431 30408 36003 53188  
19123 24339 26602 31928 36131 A3204   
19129 24579 27391 34267 37090 A7213   
20755 24851 28223 35336 40394 C0919   
22120 25682 28745 35715 41404 S1897   
	
	
	
Mark your 2017 calendar: 

 
Even if you are not a member of the 
Edmonton Veterans’ Association, you 
may attend a general dinner meeting as a 
member’s guest without becoming a 
member.  It’s up to you to take that first 
step into a larger family.  Try us out.  
You may enjoy the experience and 
decide to join.	
 
 

 
 

2017 Executive Meeting 
Schedule 

2017 Dinner Meeting 
Schedule 

Jan 26 Feb 23 Jan 31 Feb 28 
Mar 23 Apr 20 Mar 28 Apr 25 
May 25 June 22 May 30 Jun 27 
Aug 24 Sept 21 Sep 26 Oct 24 
Oct 19 Nov 23 Nov 28 Dec 08 
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Upcoming Monthly Menus: 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appreciation night 
	

Each year the Edmonton RCMP Veterans hold an appreciation night dinner.  This 
year’s dinner is going to be over the top.  I agreed that I would only put a reminder 
in the newsletter and not the details this month.  I would mark your calendar and 
get ready for a real show.  Tuesday, SEPTEMBER 26 Full details will be in the 
September newsletter. 

 
 
Alberta History in June 

• June 1, 1888 - Rail - The CPR's Banff Springs Hotel opens. Banff, Alberta 
• June 1, 1933 - Police - RCMP move their offices into town from the old fort site. Fort Macleod site abandoned. 

Macleod, Alberta 
• June 1, 1968 - Queen Elizabeth II proclaims Alberta's provincial flag. 

Edmonton, Alberta 
• June 2, 1939 - Royalty - King George VI and Queen Elizabeth visit 

Edmonton; Portage Avenue is renamed Kingsway Avenue in their 
honour. Edmonton, Alberta 

• June 3, 1907 - Riot in the small town of Olds, north of Calgary, after 
the Calgary and Edmonton Railway claimed that a railway crossing in 
Olds was dangerous and not a legal right-of-way. Town officials 
objected, but the railway brought in a construction crew to fence off the crossing, and a detachment of mounted 
police to enforce its closure. Town police arrested and jailed some of the Mounties and railway foreman, then 
the NWMP superintendent arrested the town police officers and municipal officials and held them in a railway 
car until the town ordered their release. Olds, Alberta 

• June 13, 1916 - Emily Murphy of Edmonton appointed first woman police magistrate In the British Empire; starts 
work July 1. Edmonton, Alberta 

• June 13, 1931 - Soldiers of Lord Strathcona Horse are brought to Edmonton to reinforce the police and control 
unemployed protesters. Edmonton, Alberta 

• June 14, 1986 - Disaster - An accident involving the "Mindbender" roller coaster at the West Edmonton Mall kills 
three people and seriously injures a fourth. Edmonton, Alberta 

 
 
 
 
 

27-Jun	 Home of the Brave	 $35	
26-Sep	 Appreciation Night $45 
24-Oct	 Beef in a Bun $25	
28-Nov	 BBQ  $20	
8-Dec	 Christmas Dinner $55	
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General Meeting Minutes 
	

     Minutes, General Meeting-Tuesday May 30,2017 5:30 PM 
             Woodvale Community Centre, 4540-50 St., Edmonton, Alberta 

 
Motion to accept the minutes from the April meeting, Seconded by Don Martin, 
passed. 
 
Barb Atkinson a flight nurse from starts spoke on the job qualifications and 
duties. RCMP Constable Marcus Hirschfield spoke to being a patient on Stars. 
 
President Jerry Plastow, told all present off the “March West” to take place on 
June 30/2017 from Josephburg to Fort Saskatchewan. 
 
Jerry also reminded all that the Sept. Appreciation Dinner will be held on Sept. 
26 at Woodvale. 
Donations to Ride for Dad and Wheel Chair Curling for the amounts of $250.00 
and $65.00 respectively were spoken to. 
 
President Jerry Plastow, presented a PLAQUE to Evelyne and 
Willis Scott on behalf of the Friends of the Mounted Police.  
 
He also presented service bars to, Ross Hogg 15 years, and Ken 
Cherwinski 20 years. 

 
 
 
 

The meeting adjourned at 8:30 PM  
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

 
Willis	&	Evelyne	Scott	

 
Ross	Hogg,	15-year	service	bar	

 
Ken	Cherwinski,	20-year	service	bar	

 
Barb	Atkinson	-	STARS	
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Employment Opportunity 
 
Evident: Corporate Investigations is seeking Investigators, for the Grande Prairie and Edmonton areas of 
Alberta.  
Evident	provides	intellectual	property	protection	services	for	the	agricultural	industry	throughout	Canada.	A	part	of	this	
service	is	achieved	by	conducting	on	farm	visits	to	verify	that	terms	of	seed	contracts	have	been	followed.		
This	is	a	contact	position	and	traditionally	runs	during	summer	months.	Successful	applicants	can	specify	the	number	of	
assignments	they	would	like,	and	they	can	work	at	your	own	pace,	while	conducting	the	reviews	in	a	timely	manner.	
Support	from	our	office	is	continuously	provided,	as	is	training	once	per	year.	You	will	work	as	part	of	a	team	that	
includes	office	staff	and	other	investigators.	Presently	we	have	over	100	team	members,	mostly	with	Peace	Officer	
experience	working	across	Canada.		
Our	preference	is	naturally	individuals	with	a	law	enforcement	background,	however	all	applicants	will	be	considered.	
Applicants	must	be	self-motivated	and	detail-oriented.	Particular	attention	will	be	given	to	those	with	some	familiarity	
or	understanding	of	farming	practices.	The	applicant	should	be	comfortable	with	computers,	iPads,	and	cameras,	and	
capable	of	providing	good	detailed	reports,	while	controlling	their	time	management	in	an	effective	manner	within	
budgetary	constraints.	Most	importantly,	they	should	be	comfortable	meeting	new	people	in	rural	settings.		
Compensation	is	covered	on	an	hourly	basis,	meals	and	mileage	are	paid	for,	and	all	equipment	and	clothing	are	
provided.		
	
If	you	would	like	to	supplement	your	income,	and	miss	the	camaraderie	of	working	with	like-minded	individuals,	then	
contact	us	today.		
Evident	Corporate	Investigation:	Saskatoon,	Sk.		
e-mail:	k.taylor@evident.ca	or	call	Kerri	at:	1-800-667-2992		
	
The next General/Dinner meeting: Tuesday, June 27th, 2017.   

Location: Woodvale Facility & Golf Clubhouse 4540 50th Street, Edmonton, Ab 
Meet & Greet times 5:30 pm with dinner served at 6:30 pm. General Meeting to follow.   
 
On the menu: Coleslaw, tossed salad, vegetables w/dip, Country Fried Steak w/sausage 
cream gravy, Tex Mex Chicken w/cornfette salsa, Meatloaf, Baked beans, Hoppin John (black-eyed 
peas & rice), Garlic smashed potatoes, biscuits, Hot Apple Cobbler w/Ice cream.  $35 
 

Please try to have names into Jim Medley by June 20th. 
Call Jim at 780-444-4589, or email him at mail to: jimmedley247@gmail.com 
 

	
Coming UP! 
	
Nick	Taylor	will	need	ten	to	twelve	volunteers	to	work	
the	registration	desk	for	this	year’s	Walk	for	
Valour.		The	event	happens	2017	Sep	10.		The	start	
time	for	registration	is	7:30	am.	Location	to	be	
determined,	but	it	will	likely	be	at	the	old	mess	at	K	
Division.		Will	advise.	Those	interested	in	helping	are	
to	email	Nick	for	the	2017	Walk,	
at	taylortx@hotmail.ca	
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Canada 150 
	
The	RCMP	has	a	special	project	to	celebrate	Canada’s	one	hundred	
fiftieth	birthday.		They	have	planned	a	small	re-enactment	of	the	
March	West	from	Josephburg	(6.5 kilometers east of Fort 
Saskatchewan) to	the	NWMP	Fort	at	Fort	Saskatchewan. 
	
	
Discussions	involving	Vets	involvement	centered	around	the	Trail	Ride.	The	Troop	is	expected	to	arrive	at	the	
Fort	in	Fort	Saskatchewan	between	15:00	and	16:00	on	June	30.	There	are	several	Veterans	that	are	involved	
in	the	Trail	Ride,	however	we	were	hoping	that	you	could	secure	3	or	4	others	that	could	be	there	when	the	
Troop	arrives.	When	they	arrive,	the	Riders	will	have	some	work	to	do	tending	to	their	horses.	The	hope	is	that	
there	would	be	3	or	4	Veterans	that	could	speak	with	the	public	so	that	the	Riders	have	time	to	deal	with	their	
horses.	Once	the	Riders	are	done,	they	would	join	the	Vets	in	interacting	with	the	public.	There	is	nothing	
formal,	just	chatting	with	the	public	and	answering	questions.	The	Fort	is	going	to	remain	open	until	18:00	
that	day.	The	Vets	would	then	be	invited	to	stay	for	18:30	dinner	with	the	Troop.	
	
If	you	would	like	to	be	a	part	of	this	event,	let	Jerry	Plastow	or	Sergeant	Major	Kevin	McGillvray	(780-412-
5803)	know	in	advance.	
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Alzheimer Society of Alberta – Follow up 
	
(The	following	information	was	received	from	Shayna	Bowling	of	the	Alzheimer	Society	of	Alberta	and	NWT	as	

follow	up	to	her	presentation	at	our	general	meeting	last	month.)	
	

One question, we at the Alzheimer Society, are 
often asked is what is the difference between 
Alzheimer’s Disease and dementia. Dementia is 
actually an umbrella term that encompasses many 
different kinds of dementia. Alzheimer’s disease is 
the most common form of dementia. Other less 
common forms of dementia are vascular dementia, 
Lewy Body, Frontotemporal dementia. In addition 
there are many more sub categories of dementia 
that make up a small fraction of dementia 
diagnosis. 

One area that becomes affected by dementia is 
the short-term memory. Imagine that our short 
term memory is a filing system that holds our most 
recent memories. When short term memory is affected, the person living with dementia 
will require more time to access and retrieve those files. You may find that it takes more 
time than it has in the past for a person living with dementia to answer a question, make a 
decision, or have a conversation about recent topics. It is very important to give that 
person extra time to respond. Because we are used to quick answers to many short-term 
memory types of questions, like “where did you park the car?” or “what did you have for 
breakfast?”, we can be impatient when someone isn’t answering them as quickly as we 
think they should. We can show our impatience by asking the question over again or by 
using body language to convey frustration. Let the person living with dementia know that 
it’s okay for them to take their time answering.  

Over time, as the disease progresses, the information in our short-term memory (the 
files in our filing system) may become mixed up. Imagine someone coming in and dumping 
the files upside down. Most or all of the information being stored in short term memory 
has gotten jumbled up. Now you may notice the person living with dementia has started 
answering your questions with odd answers, perhaps your friend John says he had ice 
cream for breakfast when you know he had oatmeal. By default, we tend to want to 
correct someone when what they say is wrong. We might say something like, “no you 
didn’t, don’t you remember that you had oatmeal this morning?” Think about how you 
would feel if places were reversed and your brain (your files) told you that you had ice 
cream, but others are telling you that you are wrong? Does it matter if John tells you 
that he had ice cream for breakfast when you know that he had oatmeal? A better 
answer could be, “I love ice cream, hot fudge sundaes are my favorite!” 
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Sometimes it is important to correct when health and safety are a factor. For example if 
a person with dementia starts taking someone else’s medication, or if they go outside in 
the winter without a coat or boots. It’s important to remember to correct in a respectful 
way. Rather than saying “Joe, you forgot your coat again!” one option could be to say “Joe, 
I really like your red coat, let me get it for you.” 

When a person living with dementia is struggling with their short-term memory, a more 
successful place to have conversation may be the long-term memory. When a person living 
with dementia begins to struggle with their long-term memory, you will usually notice that 
their more recent memories are affected first. For example, Linda may remember her 
wedding day very clearly, but not the anniversary trip she took a few years ago. It’s 
important to look for the memories that are accessible to the person living with dementia 
to allow them the opportunity for a successful conversation. This is also an important 
time to learn more about a person’s past (even if you think you already know it) and write 
down memories, biographical information, interests and dislikes, etc. This information will 
be helpful in providing care to the person living with dementia as the disease progresses. 
We often don’t understand why a person has certain needs/fears/wants until we 
understand their past history. Spending time sharing with someone about their past is 
the best way to get to know who they really are. 

The reasoning area of the brain may also be affected by Alzheimer’s disease and other 
forms of dementia. When the reasoning area is affected, the person living with dementia 
may have difficulty performing day to day activities such as making coffee, cooking, doing 
laundry, etc. Sometimes care partners may take over some of these tasks as a way to 
help (or to have those activities go more smoothly). It’s important though to allow the 
person living with dementia to do as much as they can or want to do by themselves to help 
them retain as much of their ability to do so as possible. For example, if you find Joan 
standing confused in the kitchen when she went in to make a pot of tea, you could say 
something like “Joan I’ll get out the tea while you put water in the kettle” this gives Joan 
a prompt enabling her to get back on track and complete the task. 

Other kinds of reasoning affect larger scale activities or activities that require more 
time or thought to complete. This could be downsizing a home, paying bills, doing taxes, 
etc. If a person is having difficulty with more of the day to day tasks, then it is not 
reasonable to expect them to do these kinds of tasks on their own without help. Again, 
it’s important to be respectful in how we help. In the earlier stages of dementia, a person 
may only need someone to double check what they they’ve done, as the disease 
progresses, they will need more help. The most important thing to remember is to be 
respectful. 

Communication for a person living with dementia can be very difficult. Here are a few tips 
and strategies. 
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• Avoid open ended questions. Instead of asking, “What do you want for lunch?” give 
a couple of choices. “Would you like to eat at restaurant A or B?” If that is too 
difficult for the person living with dementia ask if they’d like to go to restaurant A 
and wait for a response, if the answer is no, then ask if they’d like to go to 
restaurant B and so on. The key here is to continue giving the person living with 
dementia an opportunity to make choices for themselves.  

 
• Avoid using pronouns such as he/she/we/they/it in place of names and places. This 

can make the conversation hard to follow for a person living with dementia. Use 
names instead and shorten the stories. 

 
• Avoid jumping in when a person is having trouble finding a word or phrase. Before 

offering suggestions on the word they are looking for, be patient and give the 
person time to get their words out. Ask them if they’d like you to help them find 
the word or if they can show you what they are talking about. If the person is 
getting too anxious, pause and take a break from the conversation, find something 
distracting like taking a walk or sitting down for a cup of tea. Often taking the 
pressure off the person to find the right words, will enable to words to come back 
or the exchange will have been forgotten. 

 
• Avoid loud and busy places. A person living with dementia will find it difficult to 

focus and participate in that environment. If you like to go out, choose a 
restaurant that is quieter. When having a conversation choose to speak one at a 
time and pause often to make sure that the person living with dementia has time to 
process and participate. Family functions may need to be changed in order to 
provide the most success for the person living with dementia. Smaller gatherings 
might be better, quiet spaces to retreat to when the person is feeling 
overwhelmed, quiet places set aside for one on one conversations with the person 
living with dementia without the distractions of noise and people. 

There are many challenges for a person living with dementia and for their care partners 
on this journey together. There are also many ways to help make that journey more 
successful for everyone. If you have any questions or concerns about your memory please 
see your doctor. If you or someone you know has been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease 
or a related dementia please don’t hesitate to contact the Alzheimer Society for support. 
We are here to support you in any way we can. 

By	Shayna	Bowling,	B.S.	Psych	
	
Alzheimer	Society	of	Alberta	and	NWT	 Phone:	780-488-2266	
10531	Kingsway	Avenue	 	 	 sbowling@alzheimer.ab.ca	
Edmonton,	AB	T5H	4K1	 	 	 www.alzheimer.ab.ca	
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Only the good die young! 
	
On	May	19,	2017,	Merrill	Taylor	of	Edmonton	passed	away	from	
complications	following	an	operation	at	the	Misericordia	Hospital.		Merrill	
was	a	member	of	the	R.C.M.P.	and	the	Edmonton	Police	Service	from	
1949	–	1969.			
	
Joe	Collinson	wrote;	
I	knew	Merrill	but	I	doubt	if	he	would	have	remembered	me.		He	was	
living	in	the	barracks	at	the	top	of	Grierson	Hill	when	I	came	to	K	Division	
in	1953.		He	was	good	friends	with	Norm	KOCH	and	they	both	quit	the	
RCMP	at	about	the	same	time	(1954)	and	went	into	the	Edmonton	City	
Police.		Norm	completed	his	career	with	ECP	and	became	their	Labour	

representative	(well	known).		I	am	pretty	sure	that	one	of	the	main	reasons	for	Merrill	leaving	the	RCMP	was	
the	desire	to	get	married.		He	only	stayed	in	the	ECP	for	a	short	time	and	then	went	into	private	business.			He	
ran	a	B.A.	service	station/garage/car	lot	at	the	Jct.	west	of	Camrose.			I	knew	that	he	had	moved	back	to	
Edmonton	and	tried	to	locate	him	for	a	number	of	years	with	no	luck.	
	
	

Joe	Collinson	wrote;	
I,	along	with	Doug	STAPLETON	(RCMP	Band	piper)	and	Geoff	
CYSOUW	(RCMP	Band	drummer)	attended	the	funeral	of	Bruce	
WILSON	on	the	23	May	2017	at	the	Holy	Spirit	Lutheran	Church	in	
Edmonton,	Ab.	
		
Bruce,	the	son	of	the	Late	Supt.	S.W.	WILSON,	had	an	interesting	life.		He	
grew	up	as	a	RCMP	child,	however	when	he	was	18	and	living	at	home	in	
Kitimat,	BC	when	he	decided	that	he	wanted	to	go	around	the	world.		So	
he	went	down	to	Vancouver	and	signed	on	to	a	Freighter	and	ended	up	
going	around	the	World	about	3	times.			After	this	he	decided	he	should	
settle	down	and	felt	that	the	RCMP	would	be	a	good	life.			He	joined	in	
1960,	however	when	he	was	in	training	in	Depot	he	was	kicked	by	a	horse	

where	it	hurt	the	most.		He	ended	up	in	the	downtown	hospital	recuperating.		While	there,	he	met	a	nurse,	
who	turned	out	to	be	the	love	of	his	life	and	got	married	much	too	soon	for	the	Force	(you	normally	had	to	
wait	five	years	at	that	time).		His	service	was	terminated.		Their	life	after	the	Force	was	comfortable	and	good.	
	
Trouble with Veterans License Plates – British Columbia 

	
The	Central	Vancouver	Island	Division	newsletter	remarked	there	was	a	problem	with	the	issuance	of	Veterans	
License	plates	to	Veterans	of	the	RCMP.			Here’s	what	I	received	in	response	to	my	enquiry	with	that	Division.			
	

Hi:  I've been working on this project for the last year, and after some recent events, it would 
appear that B.C. is farther away from granting them to ex-members than previously.  I was, 
unfortunately, unable to open the attachments to Larry.  What has transpired here, is that 
originally, the plates were authorized by either the B.C. Veterans Commemorative Ass'n. and the 
Royal Canadian Legion.  Apparently, the originator of the plates, Lt. Col. Archie Steacy, had 
intended that they be issued only to those who had served in war zones.  It was then amended to 

 
Merrill	Taylor	

 
S.W. Wilson 
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include all those who served on U.N. Peacekeeping missions, which also included those of our 
members who served on them.  The Legion began issuing the plates to any Military member who 
completed basic training.  Some of our members were able to gain plates through the 
Legion.  About three months ago, the authority to authorise the plates was rescinded from the 
Legion, and only the Veterans Commemorative Assn. issues them now, and they are adhering to Lt. 
Col. Steacys original intent. I have spoken directly with Lt. Col. Steacy, and he was adamant the 
plates were not intended for Municipal Police, as he put it.  I informed him that the R.C.M.P.is not 
merely Municipal Police, although we do act in that capacity, and that we occupy part of the 
Order of Battle for Canada, have a Guidon, and are considered Veterans by the Federal 
Government.  He was, however, unmoved. 
 
We are awaiting the outcome of our recent Provincial Election, at which time I will contact the 
appropriate authorities who manage vehicle licensing in B.C.  I do not hold much hope at this point, 
as it appears that Lt. Col. Steacy is very territorial about his gaining of these plates from the 
Province based on his own criteria. 
George D. Kilvington 
2V.P., Central Vancouver Island R.C.M.P. Veteranès Association	

	
Investigating	the	website	responsible	for	license	plate	applicant	qualifications,	the	following	excerpt	was	
obtained;	

A.	Eligible	Types	of	Military	Service	

1.	Served	in	WW	II,	Korea,	Gulf	War	or	Afghanistan	as	a	member	of:	
•	Canadian	Armed	Forces,	or	an	Allied	Force,	or	
•	Canadian	or	Allied	Merchant	Navy,	or	the	Ferry	Command	who	has	been	honourably	discharged.	

2.	Served	as	a	member	of	the	Canadian	Forces,	Regular	or	Reserves,	who	has	been	honourably	discharged,	or	is	
currently	serving	and	is	trade	qualified.	

3.	Served	in	UN	or	NATO	Operations	as	a	member	of	The	Canadian	Forces,	or	
•	A	UN	or	NATO	Alliance	Force	serving	in	an	Operation	with	a	Canadian	Force,	or	
•	The	Royal	Canadian	Mounted	Police,	or	Municipal	Police,	who	has	been	honourably	discharged,	or	who	is	
currently	serving.	
4.	Served	as	a	similarly	qualified	member	of	a	British	Commonwealth	of	Nations	Military	Force,	and	has	been	
honourably	discharged.		

Bill C-27, Why should you take Notice  
	

The	National	Association	of	Federal	Retirees	have	mounted	a	campaign	against	bill	C-27.		Here’s	an	excerpt;	
	

The federal government introduced legislation in October 2016 (Bill C-27). Bill C-27 could allow 
Crown corporations and federally-regulated employers to change good defined benefit pension 
plans into target benefit pension plans.  
Target benefit pension plans or shared risk pension plans are often seen as middle ground 
between defined benefit plans, which offer a guaranteed pension, and defined contribution plans, 
which provide a lump sum amount based on investments.  
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Target benefit plans provide targets; pensions depend on plan performance. All the risk is 
transferred to employees and retirees. In tough times, target plan benefits can be reduced, 
providing less retirement security for its members. 
Employers promised current employees and retirees defined benefit pensions as part of their 
compensation. These pensions are a form of deferred wages.  
Retired Canadians were counting on their pensions to live. They worked and earned their 
defined benefit pensions, and made life decisions based on what was committed to them.  
We believe a deal is a deal and employers should not be able to take back compensation they 
promised to their employees or retirees.  
Bill C-27 would permit federally-regulated and Crown corporation employers to do exactly that 
– and it could become a bigger trend that will impact even more Canadians, making 
retirements less secure.  
That’s bad news for retirees, millions of middle class Canadians, government bottom lines, our 
economy, and even our healthcare system.  
You can read more at: https://www.federalretirees.ca/en/Advocacy/Honour-Your-Promise/Bill-C27-Learn-More 

 
Going Somewhere? 

	
Below	is	Eric	LaFoy’s,	one	of	our	vet	members,	comments	about	how	Canadians	are	being	treated	
down	south.		Wondering	if	Exec	feel	we	should	send	something	to	the	Snowbirds	Association	and/or	
CARP.			
		

Yes, this year was different from any of our previous USA visits.  On the occasions that we were 
actually stopped at a USA Border Patrol (BP) checkpoint first question was to see our citizenship 
documents.  As we produced our passports we were then asked for our “Visitors Visa” and I-94 
(might have been called an I-91 but not positive) which is a USA Travel document issued at the 
border by USA Border Services when entering the country.  Also, questioned as to where and 
when did we enter the USA as our Passports were not stamped.  Explained that the USA 
Customs/Immigration never stamp our Passports when we drive across but it is done when you 
fly.  Were then advised to expect this to change in the future for visitors spending 3 months or 
longer in the USA.  When we returned to Canada and in paying duties for merchandise we 
purchased in the USA, we had a discussion with the CBSA agent.   I was telling him of our 
experiences with the USA Border Patrol in AZ.  He mentioned that this is not the first time he 
has heard of this and up until now neither the Visitor’s Visa or I-94(91) have been required 
documents for Canadian visitors travelling in the USA and wasn’t really sure why or for what 
reason the BP folks were up to.  But he did say things are changing down there and the best thing 
we can do is to remember the good days we had in the USA as it is all changing fast.  	
Another retired member who went through a BP checkpoint near Yuma had a somewhat similar 
experience.  However, in his case he and his wife failed to take their passports on a trip over to 
CA from Apache Junction, where they winter.  When he and his wife stopped at the BP 
checkpoint and were asked for their “Citizenship Documents”, they advised him that they didn’t 
have them as left them at home.   As the fellow began to interrogate them as to why they didn’t 
have them with them Gary mentioned that he is a retired member of the Force and by no means 
is he attempting to disrespect the laws etc. but simply forgot to bring them.    The BP fellow then 
advised him that he would let him go this time but be aware there is a $500. fine for not 
producing your “Citizenship Documents” and also subject to immediate arrest and deportation 
back to Canada.  	
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In the past 10 years of spending winters in the USA we have gone through many BP checkpoints 
either on a M/C or in a car across most of the southern states and have never even been asked for 
ID let alone passports.  This year was different.  Not in every case we were asked for any ID or 
our citizenship as sometimes they just waived us through as before.  But when challenged (5 
occasions) and different locations we were asked for our Citizenship documents at point of first 
contact.  On one occasion, I asked the fellow - how did know I was not an American and his 
reply was that they ask everyone for their citizenship documents.  There you have it and good 
luck on however you wish to proceed.  	
	
Eric	

	
Blue Sunday 
	

	
	

	
May	7th,	a	"Blue	Sunday	Mass"	at	St.	Albert	Parish,	7	Vital	Ave	at	11	a.m.	was	held.		After	Mass,	all	First	
Responders	were	called	to	the	altar	area	for	acknowledgement	and	a	special	blessing.		Afterwards,	a	"pancake	
breakfast"	was	provided	for	them	and	their	families.	The	church	acknowledgement	this	was	a	small	gesture	
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and	their	way	to	say	"THANK	YOU,	WE	APPRECIATE	YOUR	WORK"	and	also	an	opportunity	for	personal	
interaction	with	the	community.	This	was	also	an	opportunity	for	First	Responders	to	experience	the	support	
and	appreciation	their	community	has	for	them	and	the	work	they	do.		The	invitation	was	extended	to	all	
serving	and	retired	Police	Officers,	Firefighters,	Military	Personnel,	Prison	Guards,	Peace	Officers	and	EMS	
Workers.		Attendees	were	asked	to	come	in	uniform,	if	possible,	but	it	was	not	necessary.	This	invitation	was	
also	extended	to	their	families.	It	is	not	necessary	to	be	of	the	Catholic	faith	to	participate.	All	are	welcomed.	
	
Honour Guard 

Joe	Collinson	submitted;	
Bill	Hulgaard	joined	the	Force	on	August	8,	1952	and	served	his	entire	career	in	“E”	
Division	until	his	retirement	on	April	3,	1989.		Bill	died	August	28th	2016.		No	
service	request.		A	celebration	of	life	to	be	held	later	in	Alberta	on	a	later	date.			
	
His	last	position	was	the	NCO	ic	Unit	“B”	Freeway	Patrol.		Bill	is	credited	in	writing	
the	first	radar	speeding	ticket	in	the	Force	white	stationed	at	Burnaby	Detachment	
on	July	15,	1955.		On	this	occasion,	the	two	other	members	of	this	first	radar	
operation	were	Constables	Edmund	John	Clark	(Reg.#16520)	and	William	John	
Stacey	(Reg.#16069).		One	of	these	original	traffic	tickets	was	appealed	and	the	
charge	was	dismissed	on	the	grounds	the	police	were	not	properly	trained	in	the	

use	of	radar	which	resulted	in	one	or	two	week	courses	for	all	radar	operators	and	certificates	were	issued.		
	

 
 
Supt.	McMARTIN	was	a	well-known	
and	well	liked	member	of	the	Force	in	
Alberta.		Rick	joined	the	Force	on	
January	24,	1962	and	served	in	“K”,	
“A”,	“HQ”,	“G”,	“Security	Service”	and	
“E”	Division	until	his	retirement	on	
April	2,	1998.		At	the	time	of	his	
retirement,	he	was	the	OIC	Langley	
Detachment.		
	
At	the	Celebration	of	Life	service	was	

held	on	May	27th	at	Evergreen	Memorial	Garden	for	Supt.	McMARTIN.		An	

 
William J Hulgaard 
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honour	guard	was	provided	for	the	service.			The	following	was	received	from	Supt	McMartin’s	daughter…	
	
“Thank	you,	and	all	of	the	members	who	were	honour	guards,	and	Rob.	
My	Dad	would	be	so	proud	and	so	happy.	
Regards,	
Jenn	McMartin”	
 

 
 

 
Vancouver	City	Police	woman,	Jennifer	McMARTIN	is	seen	here	saluting	her	father	and	his	memory	at	the	end	
of	the	Celebration	of	Life	ceremony.		All	the	service	photos	may	be	seen	at;	
http://www.robstewartphoto.com/RCMP-Edmonton-Vets-Assn/McMartin/	
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RCMPGiftShop.ca 
 

We have many thoughtful gifts for everyone to Celebrate 
Canada's 150th Birthday! 
 
For the Member: You won't want to miss out on getting your 
Canada 150 Challenge Coin. Available in both Gold and Silver, 

they are a wonderful keepsake. 
 
For the Little Ones: Mountie & Friends, this is an adorable motif 
featuring iconic Canadian animals as well as a Maple Leaf with 
150 Canada on it. They are available as a Bib, Onesie Sizes 6M, 
12M, 18M, T-Shirt Sizes 2T, 3T, 4T. 
Don't wait - limited quantities available! 
 

For Anyone: McGregor Canada 150 Socks, this design has maple 
leaves, Mounties and bears (oh my!), these make a great gift and 
are available in 3 colors (denim, cream, charcoal). 
 
For the Collector: A Canada 150 Key Chain or Pin has the Horse & 
Rider, Maple Leaf as a backdrop and "1867 Canada 2017". 
 
Please stop in Tuesday - Friday 10am-2pm or call us to place an 
order. If you have any questions you can reach us at 
780.412.5572. 
 
Thank you and Happy Canada 150! 
 
Kim Bechtold 
Manager 

	
The	 RCMP	Gift	 Shop	 is	 on	 the	 internet	@	 RCMPgiftshop.ca	 	 	We	 are	 trying	 to	 add	 as	many	
products	as	we	can	to	the	before	we	energize	the	website	with	“Online	Shopping”	ability.	 	To	
make	a	purchase	from	the	website	today,	you	must	still	call	or	email	the	Canteen	Manager	to	
make	a	purchase.		Hopefully	by	the	summer,	we	will	have	reached	our	goal	and	will	finally	enable	
the	site	for	Online	Shopping.	

 
2017	–	06	–	02	Jerry	Plastow,	making	short	presentation	on	Boost	at	AGM	and	
presenting	Alex	Geddes	a	letter	of	appreciation	from	the	5	Alberta	Veteran	
Divisions.	
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From Red Deer Division: 

 
Annual	Campout	
Where:	Burbank	Campground	
When:		12	June	-	15	June	
Cost:	$27/night	-	Group	Camping/	no	hookups.			
There	are	cook	huts	&	a	hall	
		
Direction:	Go	east	from	the	traffic	circle	on	2a	just	south	of	Blackfalds	on	to	
597.		About	800	meters	turn	right	on	Burbank	Rd	&	go	3.2	kms.		Located	just	off	
highway	597.	
		
Annual	Golf	Tournament	
16th	August	
		
Fawn	Meadows	Golf	&	Country	Club	
If	you	are	planning	on	camping	&	golfing	for	a	few	days,	let	the	Golf	Course	know	soonest	and	reserve	a	
spot.		More	details	to	follow	as	we	get	closer	to	the	date.	
	

Annual	BBQ.	
16th	September	
	
Again,	to	be	held	at	the	Swainson's.		The	theme	again	will	be	'Western'.	More	details	to	follow	as	we	get	closer	
to	the	date.	This	was	a	huge	success	last	year.		
		
Sept	Luncheon	
September	-	More	info	to	follow	
Note:	Our	events	are	open	to	guests	from	other	Divisions.		If	you	are	planning	on	attending	any	event,	please	
me	know.	You	certainly	are	welcome!	
		
As	soon	as	the	minutes	from	the	Div.	Meeting	are	made	available	to	me	I	will	pass	them	on.			
		
	
And	with	that	Cheers.....	
		
GL	Smith	(Joe)	–	Red	Deer	Vets	Assn.	IF	INTERESTED	IN	ANY	OF	THE	ABOVE	ITEMS	–	
CONTACT	RED	DEER	VETS	AT:	rdvets@shaw.ca	
		
“ l i f e ’ s  t o o  s h o r t  t o  b e  a n y t h i n g  b u t  h a p p y ” 	

 
 
 
 

Attendees	so	far	
1.	Conrad	&	Sandy	
2.	Joe	&	Margret	
3.	Bob	&	Lorna	
4.	Murray	&	
Marlene?	
5.	Ric	&	Jen?	
6.	Marcel	&	Lyne	
7.	Eike	
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Grande Prairie dinner 
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Editorial Comment - Guidon 
 
In	the	past	month,	there	has	been	a	lot	of	information	being	passed	around	about	the	RCMP	Guidon.		The	
conversation	apparently	began	when	it	was	learned	that	Al	Rivard	(RCMP	Vets	National	President)	was	having	
discussions	with	Ottawa	about	the	relocation	of	our	1935	RCMP	Guidon	from	Depot.		He	had	apparently	
suggested	it	should	be	removed	from	the	RCMP	Chapel	in	Regina	and	relocated	to	the	Beechwood	Cemetery	
in	Ottawa.	
	
The	challenge	observed	is	someone	apparently	believes	that	the	Beechwood	Cemetery	should	have	the	
Guidon	in	lieu	of	our	Depot	Chapel.		The	Beechwood	Cemetery	“is	not	owned	by	the	RCMP”	and	“carries	no	
Force	history.”		Beechwood,	amongst	all	its	pomp	and	ceremony,	was	contracted	by	the	Government	of	
Canada	in	2009	to	be	a	National	Cemetery	for	RCMP	and	Military	personnel.		In	contrast,	Depot	Division	of	the	
RCMP,	is	nearly	as	old	as	Canada	as	is	its	tasking	to	train	recruits.		The	RCMP	Chapel	is	one	of	the	oldest	in	
Canada	still	standing.		It	and	its	contents	are	on	the	list	of	heritage	buildings	of	Canada,	which	brings	its	own	
set	of	protection	rules.			
	
Some	conversation	was	observed	regarding	a	new	Guidon	being	manufactured	preparing	for	the	demise	of	
Queen	Elizabeth	II.		There	was	a	suggestion	observed	that	the	second	Guidon	(1973)	could	be	housed	at	
Beechwood	thereby	placating	both	camps.		Also,	from	the	President	himself,	alleging	that	the	Guidon	is	
owned	by	the	Force	and	the	Force	alone.		It	was	assumed	in	that	statement,	the	Force	will	do	what	it	wants	
despite	any	information	to	the	contrary	from	some	Veterans.		But	the	CSM	has	reached	out	for	input.		
Although	the	Force	has	custody	of	the	Guidon,	it	represents	Veterans	past	and	present	who	have	fought	and	
died	under	this	regimental	flag.			
	
When	you	look	at	what	the	Guidon	is	to	Veterans,	using	the	Commonwealth	War	Graves	Commission	
definitions,	which	are	also	used	by	the	Canadian	Government	to	define	what	a	memorial	is,	the	RCMP	Guidon	
(a	consecrated	item	laid	to	rest	by	Her	Majesty	Queen	Elizabeth	II	in	the	Depot	Chapel	in	1973)	constitutes	an	
RCMP	war	memorial.		However,	and	this	is	important,	there	is	no	political	will	to	recognize	our	Guidon	(our	
regimental	flag)	as	a	war	memorial	(the	only	singularly	RCMP	war	memorial	in	Canada)	due	to	the	huge	
negative	change	affects	it	would	bring	administratively	to	the	Government	and	the	Military	establishment	
relating	to	“Veterans.”	
	

Rob Stewart - Editor 
	
	
	
	
The most important day this month.  Can you guess what it is?  
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Contact 
 

If you wish to contact a member of the Edmonton Veterans’ Association, 
you can do so by sending an email to: President@edmrcmpvets.ca 
 
If you wish to contact the editor of the newsletter, to pass on information of any 
kind for inclusion in the newsletter, you can email the editor at: 
VetsNews@shaw.ca.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Important Notice: 

We	are	always	trying	to	reduce	the	cost	of	providing	this	newsletter	to	our	members.		If	you	are	the	recipient	
of	a	printed	copy	of	this	newsletter	and	do	have	access	to	an	internet	capable	computer,	please	let	the	
Edmonton	RCMP	Veterans	Association	know	ASAP	either	by	telephone	or	email.		It’s	up	to	you.	
																																																																																																																																																							Cheers	from	the	editor!		

	

	

		

	

 
Editor: Rob Stewart 


